
 

Part 1: Push Buttons Using Interrupts 
 

In a previous lab, you interacted with push buttons using polling, in this lab will leverage your 

previous labs code to interact with the push buttons using interrupts. 

 

In order to use interrupts, you will need to configure interrupts on the GPIO port. Similar to how 

you utilized the initialization and configuration section of the datasheet in the previous lab, you 

will need to revisit this and complete the initialization function in button.c for configuring the 

interrupts.  

 

In addition to setting up the GPIO port to handle interrupts, you will also need to set up the 

NVIC to tell the CPU which interrupt to use. Use page 104 in the datasheet to find the interrupt 

number that corresponds to the port that you are using for interrupts. This information will help 

you determine which bits to set in an NVIC Enable register NVIC_ENx_R. The vector number 

indicates a group of 32 interrupts that will be decoded as x, a number between 0-4. The bit you 

will set in the register is the interrupt number. Visit page 142 in the datasheet to see the register 

diagram and instructions on how to decode the interrupt and vector numbers. Note the priority 

field in the NVIC is 0 by default if it is not assigned any priority. You will assign interrupt 

priority in future labs.  Sections 5.1 – 5.3 of the textbook has further details on interrupts. 

 

When an interrupt is triggered, your program will jump to the interrupt handler to execute code 

to take care of the interrupt. A GPIO interrupt is triggered at a port level. Since all the buttons are 

on the same port, regardless of which button is pressed, the same interrupt will be triggered, and 

thus the same interrupt handler will be executed for all the buttons. Because of this, when the 

interrupt is triggered you may need to utilize some parts of your code written in part 1 to 

determine which button has been pressed and print this to the LCD screen. Button functionality 

in part 1 should be retained, meaning that if multiple buttons are pressed only the rightmost 

button is returned. When no button has been pressed, 0 should be displayed. 

 

To begin, complete the function init_button_interrupts(). This function will enable the NVIC 

for detecting when a button connected to Port E is pressed.  

 

**Note: Look up the keyword ‘volatile”.  What does the key word volatile do, and why is it 

necessary when working with ISR that share a variable with main()?  

 

Once you have completed the function to initialize GPIO interrupts on Port E, you will need to 

call the function in main similar to your other initialization functions.  

 

Next, complete the interrupt handler gpioe_handler(). Specify the code to execute when a push-

button event occurs.  Remember to clear the Interrupt status at the end of your handler. 

 

   

Checkpoint: Demonstrate the push buttons using interrupts to your mentor. 

 

 



 

Part 2: Setting up GPIO module for PuTTy to Cybot UART 

Communication 

In lab3 & 4, you made use of a UART device to send information between PuTTy and the 

CyBot.  You were given the function called  cyBot_uart_init().   For this part, you will 

develop the first half of this initialization process, which involves setting up the GPIO portion of 

the microcontroller.  We provide you with the last half, called: 

cyBot_uart_init_last_half. You will replace cyBot_uart_init() with the 

following code that you need to complete. 

 cyBot_uart_init_clean(); //Clean UART initialization 

 
 // Complete code for configuring the(GPIO) part of UART init 

 SYSCTL_RCGCGPIO_R |= FIXME; 

 timer_waitMillis(1);          // Small delay  

   

 GPIO_PORTB_AFSEL_R |= FIXME;   

 GPIO_PORTB_PCTL_R &= FIXME; //Force 0's at desired locations 

 GPIO_PORTB_PCTL_R |= FIXME; // Force 1's at desired locations 

 GPIO_PORTB_DEN_R |= FIXME; 

 GPIO_PORTB_DIR_R &= FIXME;  // Force 0's at desired locations 

 GPIO_PORTB_DIR_R |= FIXME;  // Force 1's at desired locations 

 

 cyBot_uart_init_last_half(); // Last half of UART configuration 

 

The above will replace the call to  cyBot_uart_init you made use of in lab 3&4.  Your job 

is to replace the FIXME’s with proper values.  Make sure to copy the new libcybotUART.lib 

into your project (Note: the previous labs versions do not have the 

cyBot_uart_init_last_half  function call. 

 

Note:  Make use of the last part of Lab 4 to help you complete the code for this part of the lab. 

Checkpoint: Demonstrate to your mentor that you can send and receive data to PuTTy over the 

UART like in Lab 4, using the code you developed for initializing the first half of the UART 

interface. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Part 3: Calibrating RAW IR Measurements 
 

In this part of the lab you will convert Raw IR values provided by the CyBot Scan function into 

calibrated distances. 

 

Summary:  

 

Due to the nonlinear nature of the IR sensor, there is not a simple linear transfer function 

between the distance being measured and the analog voltage output of the sensor (i.e. Raw IR 

value). See the IR sensor datasheet to see this nonlinearity graphically: IR datasheet .    Thus, 

you will need to implement a technique to map quantization values (i.e. Raw IR measurement 

values) to distance values. To do this, you will need to take some measurements. Your task is to 

accurately display a distance value for an object 9 – 50 cm away.  

 

In order to calibrate the sensor, you will need to collect several data points consisting of the 

known distance and quantized values (i.e. Raw IR measurement) at that distance. Based on these 

data points, you can find an equation for a best fit line/curve, or use a lookup table based 

approach. Your method will return an estimated distance value for a given quantization value. 

For full credit, the estimated distance calculated by your program must be within 2 cm of the 

actual distance. Print to the LCD both the quantization value and the estimated distance in cm. 

 

a) Set up Putty to send the information it receives to a file. 

 

b) Use your favorite analysis tool (e.g. Matlab, Excel) to make a Raw IR value vs. PING (or 

meter stick measured) distance plot of the data in the file.  Then use your chosen tool to find an 

equation that closely fits the measured data. This is called curve fitting. 

 

c) Implement this function in your CyBOT C code. 

 

 

Note 1: Reduce the variability in the IR raw values by averaging multiple measurements. For 

example, collect and average N samples to get a more stable sensor value. 

 

Note 2: You may want to use the PING Distance from the CyBOT Scan function sensor to 

record the distance associated with a given Raw IR sensor value, or use a meter/yard stick to 

collect this information. 

 

Checkpoint: Demonstrate the distance measurement. Print to the LCD both the quantization 

value (i.e. Raw IR vale) and the estimated distance in cm (computed from your conversion 

function). Your distance readings should be within 2 cm of actual values (from 9 – 50 cm). 

Additionally, you must implement an averaging mechanism in your program.  Explain and 

justify your calibration methods with a detailed description of how your choices were made or 

implemented 

 

http://class.ece.iastate.edu/cpre288/resources/docs/GP2D12J0000F_SS_20060207.pdf


 

Part 4: (Bonus) Graphical User Interface display of sensor 

information. (2pts) 

Create a GUI using a language (framework) of your choice (e.g. MatLab, Python, C++, Java, 

QT, etc) that directly connects to the CyBot (i.e. replaces PuTTy), which collects and performs 

some type of data analysis, and graphical displays the results.  The results displayed should aid 

the user in determining the location of objects. 

 

Note 1: Being able to graphical display sensor information in a useful manner will be very help 

for future labs, and your project. 

 

Note 2: There are many languages other than that you can use for GUI development (e.g. 

Python, C++, Java, etc.) . For those that are interested in using Matlab, here a few links you may 

find useful as you explore the topic of network socket programing, and GUI development. A raw 

TCP network socket is what will be used to have your GUI communicate with your CyBOT.   

• Sockets: https://www.mathworks.com/help/instrument/communicate-using-tcpip-server-

sockets.html  

• GUI 

o appdesigner : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iga-YS6VbyE  

o GUIDE : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ta1uhGEJFBE  

 

 

There are many ways in which the sensor data can be analyzed, and displayed in a useful 

manner.  Feel free to use your imagination.  But here are a two of examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/instrument/communicate-using-tcpip-server-sockets.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/instrument/communicate-using-tcpip-server-sockets.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iga-YS6VbyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ta1uhGEJFBE


Example 1: Radial Plot (first using IR data, second using PING data) 

 

 

Example 2: Object Avatar Plot, 

 


